Our Objectives
Learn from a new
ecumenical study
Explore a framework for
engaging young people
and their families
Tie to learning from 2018
Synod
Engaging Young People in the Church:
What are the Touch Points?

Consider pastoral
implications

The Engaging and Evangelizing Community

Leisa Anslinger

Leisa@catholiclifeandfaith.net

Our Shared Hope and Goal

Essential Study

Engage young people and their families
and transform the faith community!
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Belonging within the community does make a difference!

Those who feel that they belong:
Pray. Are spiritually committed.
Invite. Thank. Serve. Give.
Believe!
The Engaging and Evangelizing Community

Six Core Commitments

The Growing Young Study
• 250+ Catholic parishes
and Protestant
congregations
• Nominated by Catholic
and denominational
leaders
• 40+ congregation
interviews
• 12 in-person visits
• 10,000+ pages of
transcripts
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Keychain Leadership
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Keychain Leadership

Have Empathy
for Young People
Today

Keys refer to the capabilities, power, and access
of leaders who carry the potential to empower
young people.
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Have Empathy
for Young People
Today

Have Empathy
for Young People
Today

Identity: Who am I?
Belonging: Where do I fit?
Purpose: What difference do I make?

“We want to listen to you. We are sorry

for our failures. We love you and have faith
in you. We want to walk with you in hope.”
— Synod relatio
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Have Empathy
for Young People
Today

Take Jesus’
Message
Seriously

“Tell me more”
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Take Jesus’
Message
Seriously

Fuel a Warm Community

Young people are drawn to the person
and message of Jesus Christ. Christianity can be
awkward, but Jesus is compelling.
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Fuel a Warm Community

Fuel a Warm Community

Welcoming. Accepting. Belonging.
Authentic. Hospitable. Caring.
“Like family.”

5:1 ratio
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Prioritize Young People and Their Families
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Prioritize Young People and Their Families

Everyone rises when we
prioritize for young people and their families
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Be Best Neighbors

Be Best Neighbors

YOU ARE
ENTERING
The best neighbors respect the journey
as much as the destination.
Dialogue is key.

THE
MISSION FIELD
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Be Best Neighbors
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Learning from the Synod
The Church as a whole, when choosing through this Synod to
concern herself with the young, took a very definite option: she
considers this mission a pastoral priority of epoch- making
significance, in which to invest time, energy and resources. From
the start of the journey of preparation, young people have
expressed the desire to be involved and appreciated and to feel
themselves co-protagonists of the life and mission of the Church.

Courageous neighbors embrace
ethnic and socioeconomic diversity.
Wise neighbors help young people
discern their calling.

In this Synod we have experienced how co-responsibility lived with
young Christians is a source of profound joy for bishops too. We
recognize in this experience a fruit of the Spirit which continually
renews the Church and calls her to practise synodality as a way of
being and acting, promoting the participation of all the baptized
and of people of good will, each according to his age, state of life
and vocation. (119)
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Learning from the Synod

Learning from the Synod

It is in relationships – with Christ, with others, in the community – that

The parish has to be involved in this process, as it seeks to become a

faith is handed on. For the sake of mission, too, the Church is called to

more generative community, an environment which spearheads the

adopt a relational face that places the emphasis on listening,

mission towards the lowliest. There are signs that the parish does not

welcoming, dialogue and common discernment in a process that

always succeed in meeting the spiritual needs of the people of our day,

transforms the lives of those taking part. “A synodal Church is a Church

largely because of certain factors which have profoundly changed

which listens, which realizes that listening ‘is more than simply hearing’.

people’s lifestyles. We now live in a culture “without boundaries”,

It is a mutual listening in which everyone has something to learn. (122)

marked by new spatio-temporal relationships - partly because of digital
communication - and by constant mobility. In this context, an

Missionary synodality does not merely apply to the universal

understanding of the parish defined solely by territorial borders and

dimension of the Church. The demand to journey together, bearing a

incapable of engaging the faithful with a wide range of initiatives,

real witness of fraternity in a renewed and more visible community,

especially the young, would imprison the parish in unacceptable

applies above all to individual communities. It is therefore necessary to

stagnation and in worryingly repetitive pastoral cycles. So the parish

reawaken in every local reality the awareness that we are the people of

needs to be rethought pastorally, in terms of ecclesial co-

God, responsible for incarnating the Gospel in our different contexts

responsibility and missionary vigour, exploring new synergies within its

and in all daily situations. (128)

territory. Only then will it become a significant environment in which to
engage the lives of the young. (129)

An Appreciative Process

Primary Take-aways
Parish culture - engagement as paradigm
Relationship is key
Accompaniment/listening essential
Evaluate and plan
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Discover

Dream

Discern

Do

Be
attentive

Be
intelligent

Be realistic

Be
responsible

What
is working?

What might
be?

What
should be?

What
will be?

Adapted from Cooperrider and Whitney, Appreciative Inquiry

CatholicLifeandFaith.net
https://www.catholiclifeandfaith.net/
growing-young/
Live and Virtual workshops and training
Leadership development
Consulting and Partnering
Stewardship, Evangelization,
Engagement and Strengths

Leisa Anslinger

leisa@catholiclifeandfaith.net

It is up to us!

